AUTUMN EPAA SESSION

JESENNÉ ZASADANIE EPAA

SEPTEMBER 22nd - 23rd 2016
KRAKOVANY
SLOVAKIA

Bulletin N# 4
Dear Partners and Friends,

Almost two years ago the Slovak Aviation Association (SAA) took over the responsibilities of the chairmanship of the EPAA. Our autumn session should be about assessing the period we went through together. I am more than sure, that we achieved a lot in keeping the relevance of the EPAA as an organization offering real professional partnership. We believe, our Slovenian friends will continue in the effort founding nations started to pursue more than a decade ago. I wish to all of us good and fruitful discussions in order to expand the values EPAA has been representing throughout of its history.

Dear Friends,

let me invite you with your spouses and partners to a meeting of the EPAA under the Slovak chairmanship and spend a remarkable time in a beautiful part of Slovakia.

Yours,

LtCol (r) Peter Gasparovič
President of the SAA
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Key Information

Name of session: AUTUMN EPAA SESSION - KRAKOVANY 2016
Date: September 22\textsuperscript{nd} - 23\textsuperscript{rd} 2016
Participants:

- Board of National Representatives
- Steering Committee
- Board of the Slovak Airmen Association*
- Representatives of the Hungarian Air Association
- Spouses and partners are welcomed*
- Guests invited by the EPAA President in Office*
- Sponsors*

*Attending only the closing ceremony
Place of the Event

Country: Slovak Republic
Town: KRAKOVANY
Place: Hotel Chateau Krakovany
ul. Hoštáky 204/74, 922 02 Krakovany
Phone: +421 (0)33 / 771 91 40
Fax: +421 (0)33 / 771 91 40
http://www.chateaukrakovany.sk/en/
Email: recepcia@chateaukrakovany.sk
GPS 48° 36´ 43.50´´ N 17° 44´ 56.50´´ E
Schedule

Arrival of the participants from abroad: 21st September 2016 till 22:00 - Hotel Chateau Krakovany

Registration: 22nd September 2016, Hotel Conference Room, from 08:45 till 09:00 LOC

Programme:

22nd September 2016 Hotel Chateau Krakovany

Part I

Hotel Conference Room: - Steering Committee /SC / Session

09:00 - 09:30 Agenda
09:30 - 10:30 Activity reports by all national associations, including plans / ideas for future events / activities
10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break
11:00 - 12:30 EPAA website, discussion on the topic - ways and means of financing associations, financing joint projects
12:30 - 14:00 Lunch
14:00 - 16:00 The strategy and future activities of EPAA, short presentation by Fritz Thomsen
16:00 - 16:30 Coffe break
16.30 - 17.30 General discussion
17:30 - 18:00 Summary of two years' activities and closing session SC - Chairman of SC

19:00 - 21:00 Dinner
Wine tasting and tour to the cellar Chateau Krakovany - Sponsored by SLZ - Slovak Aviation Association
Schedule

Programme

23rd September 2016 Hotel Chateau Krakovany

Part II

Hotel Conference Room: - Board of National Representatives /BNR/ session

09:00 - 09:10 Agenda
09:10 - 09:20 Official act of adoption the admission of the Hungarian Air Association into the EPAA
09:20 - 09:40 SC meeting outputs and reccomendations - Chairman of SC
09:40 - 10:00 Final decision about the EPAA Website
10:00 - 10:15 Signature of the Reference Manual
10:15 - 10:45 Coffee break
10:45 - 12:00 EPAA setting targets for the period from December 2016 till December 2017, general discussion
Part III

Hotel restaurant

12:30 - 13:00 The ceremony of the handover of EPAA Rotational Chairmanship to the Slovenien Aviation Association /SLOAIRFORCE/
13:00 - 14:00 Luncheon - Sponsored by Slovak Aviation Association
14:00 Conclusion of the EPAA reunion

14:30 - 16:30 Visit of the Slovak Air Force Museum - Piešťany (optional)
Transport


By Plane: Recommended airports: Vienna Swechat and Bratislava Stefánik.
Between Vienna Airport and Bratislava Airport is a regular bus service every hour. The organizer will provide transportation on 21 September 2016 from Bratislava airport to the hotel Chateau Krakovany. Meeting point is the departure terminal below the Caproni aircraft. Estimated time of departure is 19:00 local and estimated arrival to the hotel around 20:00 local.
For return the organizer will provide transportation from Hotel Chateau Krakovany on 23 September 2016, estimated time of departure is 15:30 local and on 24 September 2016, estimated time of departure is 08:00 local via Bratislava airport to Vienna airport.

By Car: Data for GPS. Town: Krakovany - Street: ul. Hostaky - Number: 204/74 - GPS 48° 36' 43.50'' N 17° 44' 56.50'' E

TAXI: Piešťany - Krakovany - 7€ A-Taxi Piešťany 00421915 66 66 00
Accommodation

Accommodation is provided in the hotel Chateau Krakovany ***. The hotel offers a special price for participants of the session. Accommodation for 1 person in a modern double room - 38 € per room/night. The price of accommodation includes breakfast, internet, parking, wellness facilities, and local tax. If interested, reservations through the organizer to email address: janjendrol@gmail.com. Payment will be made on the day of accommodation.


Other accommodation possibilities: http://www.booking.com/
Catering

Wine tasting and tour of the cellar Chateau Krakovany on Thursday, 22\textsuperscript{nd} and luncheon on Friday, 23\textsuperscript{rd} September 2016 – Sponsored by SLZ - Slovak Aviation Association

Meals (lunch & dinner) on Thursday, 22\textsuperscript{nd} September 2016 are at each participant’s own expense.

Dress code

The formal part of the meeting:  Formal or National Air Force Dress
Luncheon: Formal or National Air Force Dress
The working part of the meeting: Formal or National Air Force Dress